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Advice at technical problems

Causes and measures which the customer can and is allowed to rectify
These are not included in the guarantee!

General

In order to do correct service the Orders clerk, already when the customer reports an
error, needs to have complete information such as Model, Product number and Ser-
ial number thus the repairman can have right tools and spareparts already at first visit

Cooker general

Problem Cause Measure

The cooker does not func-
tion at all or only partly

The electric plug is not
connected

Check that the plug
is properly connected

A fuse is out of order Replace or reset the fuse

If there is a Residual
Current Device (RCD)

Check that the RCD
is ON

Accessory missing Lost
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Hob, cooking zones

Hob, knobs or the sides
are warm  

Heat radiation when the
product is used

Inform the customer that
the product fulfil the de-
mands that are at normal
use of the cooker

Hob schratched, dirty, dis-
colored, aluminium depos-
sits

Schratches, dirt and dis-
color have appeared after
that the product is used

Inform the customer how
to clean with a scraper
and cleaning agent

Attention ! If the hob is replaced the customer has to pay for the repair

It takes long time to cook
or fry

An unsuitable pot or frying
pan has been used.

Use a pot or frying pan
with a plane bottom. 

Hot-plate rusty Protect the hot-plates
regularly against rust

The hot-plate is not level Inform the customer.

The hot-plate does not
work (Safety cooker) 

Inform the customer.

Panel

Lights for scales / knobs 
(Motala)

Lamps are broken

The timer does not work

The clock is not working
correct or at all

Not correct set or
power failure.

Set th clock, see the
users manual.
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Oven

Problem Orsak Åtgärd

There is a smell of burning
(at the burn off)

Heaters and sheet metal
are oiled and may smell
the first times that the
cooker is used

Inform the customer that
the cooker may need to
be burnt off at full power
several times.

Bad heating                                         Cooker are different with
variations in temperature
on ±10°C which means
that one has to try the 
oven out.

Try out by: 
adjust the temperature
up, down. Select longer or
shorter baking time, rise
or lower the baking plate.

Uneven heating                                    By sensitive baking it is
very important with the
ovens pre heating.

One have to wait until the
thermostat has switched off
twice, then the oven is thor-
oughly warm. Ask the cus-
tomer to try baking a fast
ready-mixed lemon sponge
cake in muffin moulds eve-
nly dispersed on the plate.

Baking plates and trays
are warped

At change of temperature
or uneven placed bakery
on the baking plate, there
is a risk of warping.

Inform the customer.

The catalytic enamel is not                  The  pores of the enamel                   Burn off the oven for at
least 30min.

There are grease spots on
the enamel. 

Follow the instruction for
cleaning the oven.

The meat thermometer
does not work.

The thermometer is not
correctly connected

Remove the thermometer
and reconnect it.

No temperature is set on
the timer. 

Set wanted temperature.

Door / doors

Dirt between the glasses.                                                                                The outer glass is remova-
ble for cleaning.

Flap catch does not work.                    The catch is not activated. See  the users manual.
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Course of action when the customer makes a complaint about slow
hot-plates/radiant heaters

The orders clerk must demand that the customer verifies how long time it takes to boil. 
If the time needed is under what is stated below, there is no technical error and it
is not a repair on guarantee.

• Boiling time is measured from 20°C to 95°C. 
• At 95°C large bubbles rises from the bottom of the pot but it is not a violent

boiling.
• The test may be done without cover.
• Important is that the pot is of good quality, has a plane bottom with a diameter

corresponding to the diameter of hot-plate / radiant heater, or a little larger.

 
Normal boiling times

Cast-iron hot-plates Amount of water  Boiling time
145 mm, 1500 w
145 mm, 1000 w
180 mm, 1500 w
220 mm, 2000 w

1,0 l
1,0 l
1,5 l
2,0 l

< 10 min
< 12 min
< 11 min
< 12 min

Radiant heaters
140 mm, 1200 w
180 mm, 1700 w
210 mm, 2100 w

1,0 l
1,5 l
2,0 l

< 10 min
< 11 min
< 12 min

If the times are longer it may be a technical error and a repair man ought to look at the
cooker. Write the boiling times gotten from the customer on the on the service order.
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	sdfasd: The cooker is unsteady
	fgbdf: Adjust the cookers feet. universal pliers may be needed.
	fgzdf: The cooker is seldom used, f.i. in a summer house
	sdfsd: Hot-plate cover is used
	dfgdf: Never put the cover on a dirty and damp hot-plate. Dirt keeps the moisture and increase the risk for rust.
	dvbgf: The hot-plate is preset and cannot be changed.
	gadfgag: There is no current at the hot-plate
	gfhg: Check that the safety timer is set.
	fhdfg: The halogene zone is slow.
	ghjdj: The effect of the halogene zone is only good for less than ½ L of water.
	sdfxcv: Replace broken lamps, see the users manual.
	dgfvv: No time has been set
	fghadf: Set the timer, see the users manual.
	fgvf: cleaned.
	fgf: may be clogged.
	vfcvsdv: Wrong button
	vdsdc: See the users manual.
	sdfsdx: If possible send it.


